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"If I supply you with a thought you may remember it and you 
may not. Eut if I can make you think a thought for yourself, I 
have indeed added to your stature." 
Elbert HUbbard 
------ -~=---
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CHAPTER I IN!L'RODOO!ION 
P!IBPOSE OF THIS ST'QDY 
b purpose of this study is to take sewral series of orig-
inal ~ millimeter natural color photographs, each series Ulustrat-
ing materials, processes, and relationships that should lead to 
the UDderstanding of certain recognized principles in the field of 
~iolOQ". 
JtTS!IJ'I OATI Oll OF m PROBLJiH 
!he advancement of Jdncation for the first half of the !wen-
tieth Century has been achieved primarily through the maD1 ~ic 
contributions from the science of Psychology. As education is es-
sentially a process dealing with the ability of bnman beings to 
learn, those studies which have revealed the nature of the learn-
ing process and the conditioils under which and in which it aperatea 
haw been of extreme importance. One of the ~phenomenon occur-
riDg in the learning process is that of the •verbalism"• !be pro-
blem of this etuey is concerned vi th the various aspects of this 
phenomenon and the use of natural color photographs as a method of 
correcting and preventing its occurrence. 
J'irst of all we must find out what we mean by this term •verb-
alism•. Tmre are many definitions of this term, but only two will 
be considered here. The first, and more formal of the two defini-
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tions is that given by Hoban1 as "the generic term applied to the 
use of \1ords \•rithout appreciation of the meaningful content of the 
words or of the meaningful content of t he context in l'lh.ich they 
are used. 11 The second and more simplified definition is that of 
2 Kingsley , 11the term verbalism connotes the use of '\'lords without 
lmo\oJledge of their meaning.u The examples to illustrate this phe-
nomenon are plentiful but most startling are those presented by 
Olander3 from his study 'l'ri th fifth to ninth grade pupils concern-
ing the salute to the .Aoe "ican Flag. Among the ans,.,ers submitted 
by pupils \~o were asked to write the salute were the following : 
T n P.~e the legion to our flag of the United States of 
Amieca, and to t he republican f or "'hich 1e stand one nation 
and davisab le \•Jith liberty of and justice for all . 
I brith t _e legion to our flage of the Uni t ed States of dis-
med and to t he spries and it stands one manton in t he besble 
with hevties and gustees and all . 
I blid.ge a legion to my Amiacan flag and whic:1 it stand one 
nacion in the vizible and libdy of busted for all. 
Other examples are less pathetic and more humorous, such as 
4 
those found by YO'\-vell in a study of children! s anS\·lers to ~es-
t.:.ons about outstanding character s of books they 1·1ere suppose to 
have read. 
! Hoban, Charles F. , Charles F . Eoban Jr., and Samuel E. Zisman, 
Visualizing the Curriculum, The Dryden Press Inc., New York, 
1937, PP • 3-5. 
2xin.gsley, H011ard L . , The ature and Conditions of Learning, Pren-
tice-Hall Inc., He,., York, 1946, PP• 344-346. 
3olander, Herbert T. , "Children! s Knowledge of the Flag Salute", 
Journal of Educational Research, Vol . 35: 300-305, (Dec. 1941) . 
4yowell, Stella, 
Research, Vol. 
"Are Children Reading?", 
15:1-4, (Sept . 1931) 
Journal of Educational 
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At this point the question might be asked• "Well, what is 
the cause of this phenomenont• This is of course the most ~-
ficult question to answer as it refers directly to the problem 
of hww we learn. If a full answer could be g1 ven there would be 
little trouble in correcting many educational problems. !ut as 
~lair1 states, ~sychology has never presented in any one place 
a complete, unified, coberent and universally agreed upon account 
of the nature of learning" • 
To continue with this study it now becomes necessary to as-
sume that the le aming process has as its origin sensory ex-
perience. This is not a new assumption as it has been used by 
educational philosophers tor several centuries. In his discussion 
of •sense realism" Monroe2 sqs, 
:By this term is indicated that conception of education, 
forJllllated during the seventeenth century • which grew out 
of and included the characteristic phases of the earlier 
realism previously described, but in addition contained 
the germs of the modern conception of education whetber 
stated in psychological, sociological, or scientific terms. 
The term itself is derived from the fundamental belief that 
knowled&e comes primarily through the senses -. 
!his assumption may be fonnd in much of the present literature 
and has been accepted in the field of psychology as the basic 
concept of the learning process. For example, the statement is 
t:Blair, Glenn M,yers, •Row Learning Theory is Relatecl to OUrri~ 
culum Organization•. ~ of J4ndational Ps:chologz. Vol. 
39 (3): 161-166, (~~ch, 1948). 
2xonroe • Panl, A Textbook in the History of Ecludation. The Mac-
Millan Com.p~ • llew York, 1929, "• 461. 
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nade in the Th"rty-first Yearbook!- that, "The underlying assump-
tion of this discussion (the psychology of learning) is that 
children learn fron experience ---"· Gates (et al.) 2 removed the 
statement from the r aln of assumption when they wrote, "The raw 
material out of which meanings are finally constructed is sense 
perceptions". 
The importance of the "assum;ption" is in realizing that all 
· of the work that has been done ,,i th the verbalism indicates the 
cause to J e that ~upils are required or voluntarily memorize state-
ments before they have identified or experienced the sense percept-
ions tl~t are necessary to formulate the concepts involved in un-
derstanding the statement. 
~ow the problem is one of understanding the relationship 
which exists between a word and a sense experience. rom the 
sense experience to the word '"e encounter at least t\·ro levels of 
I abstracti o~. T~e first level of abstraction is that made by the 
II observer in the process of perceiving. The early symbolic char-
acters of the Chinese language and the sign language of the er-
ican Indian represent a second level of abst~action. Considera-
tion of this level is omitted because of the absence of both lan-
guage forms in the American schoolroom. The third level of ab-
straction developes when a group of letters are assembled in the 
! ..:rational Society for tbe Study of Education, A Program for Teach-
ing Science, The Thirty-first Yearbook, Part I, The University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1932, ~· ix. 
2
aates, .Arthur I., Arthur T. Jersild, T. R. He Connel, and Robert 
c. Challman, Educational Psychology, The HacLillan Con:pany , .. ew 
York, 1942, P• 426. 
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form of a word to represent the object .perceived. Additional 
levels may oocur when the object perceived is itself an abstrac-
tion of a real object. Here two more levels are possible. The 
first is present when the real object is recorded by some peys-
ical or peysico-chemical means, such as the photographic process, 
the disc, tape, or wire recording of sounds, the perfume extract, 
and otre rs. !he intervention of a lmman mind in recreating the 
object gives the second leYBl of abstraction. Here the painting, 
the sketch, the sculptured piece, the aodal, the recording of a 
sound imitation and the synthetic perfumes are possible objects. 
In returning to Kingsley's definition of the verbalism it 
is now possible to restate it in terms of the new understandings. 
As a result we have; the term verbalism connotes the use of ab-
atractions vi thout a knowledge of the sense perceptions ( or ex-
periences) which tmy represent. Too often the learning situa-
tion has been for the pupU or the teacher to assume that words 
served as experiences. Hence abstractions were being used as the 
raw material for other abstractions. 
It is not at all difficult to recognize at this point, what 
is necessary to prevent or correct a verbalism. J'rancis :Saconl 
stated it as ear11 as 1620, 'When he wrote: 
•This then is the substance of the whole matter, that we 
should fix the eyes of our mind upon things themael vee, 
and thereby form a true conception of them. Man must put 
himself again in direct, close, e.nd personal contact with 
nature. and no longer trust to the confused, UDICertain, 
and arbitrary acc~ts and descriptions of her historians 
1:eacon, Francis, loVWil Organum.,!ranslated by Karl Von Raumer, 
Affierican Journal of Education, Vol. 5: 657-662. (1894). 
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and would be interpreters. Prom a clear and correct ob-
servation and :perception of objects, there qualities, 
powers, etc. the investigator must proceed step by step 
tell he arrives at axioms and at that degree of insight 
that will enable him to interpret the laws and anal.yze 
the processes of nature." 
Therefore, wherever the pupil is lacking the sense perceptions 
necessary to understand the words of a statement it is the dut7 
of the teacher to supply the pupil with these e~eriences •• UntU 
the pupil has perceived enough of these raw materials to abstract 
the mEBning involved the statement will remain as a verbalism. 
!he closer these experiences are to realia, the more atfect-
ive they are as teaching instruments. However, because of the 
limitations of using realia in the teaching situation, the use of 
first abstractions of the object serve as excellent snbstitutes. 
As stated previously, this study is concerned. with the use ot 
natural color slides as the first abstraction of the experiences 
needed in the teaching situation. The colored. slide was chosen 
because of the follCMing advantages it has over other Tisu.al aids. 
1. A Still picture can be projected for any period of time 
w1 thout interruption of the sequence or the thought pro-
cess. 
3. Action can be stopped with the still picture. !-fan)" 
times such an advantage is beneficial~ 
3. Details can be emphasized more easily. 
4:. Color is superior to black and white because the human 
being sees in terms of color. (Evan if a person were 
color blind, the colored film would exhibit the subJect 
in its respective shades of gray). 
The second aspect of this stuctr has to do with tbe statements 1 
which the pupil should be taught to understand. The latest re- II 
search in the field of science teaching has developed a general 
1.0 
trend tot-rard the teaching of the generalizations or rinciples of 
science. T-lis trend has resulted from the suggestion of the Thirty-
first Yearbook!- that "the curriculum in science for a program of 
general education be organized about large objectives (generaliza-
tions or principles) ---"· Further on in the same publication 
this trend is presented as being the next natural step in the 
learning process '"hen they stated, "The understanding of princ-
iples and generalizat ions comes from the association of ideas 
that are developed from experiences". 2 The Forty-sixth Yearbook3 
reaffirmed t he importance and the value of this developement in 
the teaching of science. For the purpose of this study these 
recommendations "rere accepted and the principles derived by l.artin4 
,.,.ere used. 
TECIDTI QJJE OF THE STUDY 
In 1944, i1illiam E. Hartin5 established 300 "oojor" princ-
iples of the Biological Sciences of importance for general educa-
tion. In his study each principle was ranked according to its 
frequency of appearance in several textbooks, several magazines 
and newspapers, and its suitability for teach ing as determined by 
!National Society for the Study of Education, ~· Cit. ~ 44. 
2
Ibid, P• 42. 
~ational Society for the Study of Education, Science Education in 
American Scl1ools, Forty-sixth Year~ook, Part I, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1947, 
'9-tartin, ~Tilliam E., "A Determination of the Principles of the 
Biological Science of Importance for General Education", unpub-
lished Ed. D., Dissertation, University of Hichigan , 1944. 
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by a jury of three competent teachers of science. The principles 
selected for illustration in this study were those that carried a 
rank order assignment less than 50 in the first two categories. 
This restriction could not be extended to the third category as 
there were one hundred and two ~rinciples given a top rating as to 
their suitability for teaching. Each '"as accordingly given a rank 
order of 51.5 • 
.A:f'ter the principles '"ere selected a t horough study Has made 
to determine the materials , processes , and relationships that are 
essential to an understanding of each. At t he same time notation 
\'laS made of the illustration used "rith t his material so that in 
planning the series there would not be a duplication of \tork al-
ready done. 
After the photographs w·ere taken, an established criteria 
,.,as used to determine the alides to be discarded as not meeting 
the standards. Those photographs which were acceptable accompany 
this paper . 
SCOPE AND LI:!ITATIO...:T OF TBE STUDY 
This study consists of 59 natural color 2" x 2" natural 
color photographic slides arranged in series . These slides il-
lustrate the materials , processes and relationships of thirteen 
of the principles of the biological sciences as established by 
\'lillian E. 1 artin1 • 
The limitations of this study that must be realized for the 
proper understanding of the ~rork done are as follo,.rs: 
lMartin, 1'Tilliam E., .QE.• ill• 
1.2 
1. !his study dAtal a only with the recognised principles for 
the field of biology as designated by Martinl. 
2. On11 those principles which carried a rank order assign-
ment of lees than 50 in the first two categoriee of the 
stlldy (frequency of use 1!1 (1) textbooks, and (2) period-
icals and ne~pers) were selected for illustration~ 
3. !he materials, processes and relationships of these 
principle• were illustrated with original natural color 
photographs~ 
4. No one series presents all of the materials, proceeses, 
and relationships involved in a principle. 
5. !here is no assurance that once presented every pupU 
vill be able to abstract the principle. Presentation 
is for the purpose of supplying Meded experiences. and 
to increase tm possibility of the pupil deriving the 
principle~ 
.f.SSUBP:J!IONS TO m; MADI 
Before the value o:t this study can be valid it is necessa17 
to accept the asemr,ption that the learning process baa ita origin 
in experience, and tlat these experience• are eyntbesi!:ed to give 
the generalizations in my field. Once this has been accepted 
the teacher need recognize that the natural color photograph is 
an exce)lent substitute when limitations do not allovfor the 
use ot realia. 
pCjpTMATION 
Original natural color photographs of the s terials, pro-
cesaes, and relationships of certain recognized principles 1n 
the field of biol~ have been taken for use in an attempt to 
prevent or correct ver)alisma by suppl11ng the experiences 'Which 
are necessa.17 in tmderstanding these principles. 
!Martin, William E., .!m, cit. 
1.3 
CF...APTER II REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Any attempt t o present t he work that has preceded and lead 
to the undertaking of this study necessitates answers to several 
anticipated questions. First it might be well asked, "What pre-
vious studies have been done that involve the use of natural 
color photographs to illustrate principles in biology?" Secondly, 
e~d in direct relation to the first question, the discussion 
should then include t hose studies tl1at are similar in purpose 
but have been conducted in other fields. The third question 
'\>70uld most likely be, "1fuat experimental studies sho''~ that natural 
color photographs, or visual aids in general, are of value in cor-
recting and preventing verbalisms?" The last part of this dis-
cussion will review t ho se experimental studies that indicate value 
in, or need for , organizing teaching experiences about the gener-
alizations or principles of the sciences. 
The best efforts of the author have not been able to uncover 
any study by any other person in 1-1hich an attempt 'vas made , know-
ingly or unknowingly, to illustrate principles in biology with the 
use of natural color photogr~)hs . This is difficult to understand 
as several commercial concerns offer natural color slides of nany 
of the sense experiences needed in understanding these generaliz-
ations. Although most of these photographs are designed primar-
ily to save teachers in smaller schools from purchasing the more 
expensive models and charts which t hey portray, their use should 
~==-~---
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not to be restricted to the role of money-saving devices. In any 
case, where the teacher does not have the e~uipment, can not af-
ford the equipment, or does not fee l competent to take his own 
photographs, the commercial slides can be of extreme value when 
selected with particular principles in mind. 
Two studies have been made in which the authors have under-
taken to illustrate a topic \·Ti th natural color slides for the pur-
pose of developing understanding. The first of these was conduct-
ed by Danielsl in 1949. After establishing a "dictionary of terms" 
specific to the topic "Color", she proceeded to take sixty (60) 
color photographs to illustrate these terms. The study ~ms orig-
ianlly designed for a general science course but it was recognized 
that the study might be adapted to other areas. Recommended adap-
tions were for (1) teaching color harmony in clothing or interior 
decorating (household arts); (2) the physics of color (physics); 
(3) advertizing, packaging or other industrial processes (com-
mercial courses); or (4) the photographic process of color film 
(chemistry). 
The second study was that done by Veneziano2 in the field of 
history. His study came from the realization of the impracticabil-
ity of taking large groups of pupils to . the numerous historical 
sites of importance in understanding the history of t he Colonial 
lDaniels, Sybil Louisa, "Teaching the Topic 'Color' in High School 
Science Classes b~, Means of Natural Color Photographic Slides"• 
Unpublished Ed. ].i. Service Paper, Boston University School of 
Education, 1949. 
2
veneziano, Vincent, "Color Slides and Lectures on Eastern ].fa.ssa-
chusetts for Use in .American History Classes 11 , Unpublished Ed. M. 
Service Paper, ~oston university School of Education, 1950. 
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and Revolutionary ~ar ~eriods. After surveying the reading mater-
ial used by the pupils for this topic, a set of 52 natural color 
slides t~s planned to ill ustrate the various buildings and geo-
graphical areas concerned. 
J4any experimental studies are to be found in the literature 
to indicate the presence, the occurrence, or the possible cause of 
the "verbalismn but there are no experimental studies to sh0\'1 the 
value of the audio-visual aids, particularly the natural color 
photographic slide, in preventing or correcting this phenomenon. 
The articles that have been written regarding the use of audio-
visual aids as a means of eliminating the "verbalismll are based 
either on the philosophical aspects of the situation, or on spec-
ulation. 1 Hoban wrote a whole text dealing with this problem, and 
based essentially on the philosophy of concept formation and the 
value of visual aids in supplying the experiences necessary for 
proper understanding. Billett2 likewise makes use of the same 
philosophy ,.,hen he states: 
\•Tords represent concepts; but to kno;.r the \'lOrds is by no 
means to possess the concept •••• In a superficial ~ra:y pupils 
ma:y gloss over \·ri th glib verbalisms the complete lack of 
those insights and meanings, or capacities for behavior, 
'trhich can be acquired only tftrough experience, and of which 
the \·rords a r e merely labels. 
To the improvement of teaching and learning situations in the 
secondary school, auditory and visual aids can make t\tJO major 
contributions. First, they can increase immensely the range 
and diversity of~the experiences of all pupils in the class-
room-laboratory.-
1Hoban, Charles F., Charles F. Hoban Jr. • and Samuel Zisman, .QE.• Cit. 
~illett, Roy c., Fundamentals of secondary-School Teachillf!:. \•d th 
emphasis on the Unit Method, Houghton Mifflin Company , Boston, 1940. 
3,!bid, :p .. l42. 4Ibid p. 590 
16 
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It may be questioned as to \·Jha.t degree these statements are 
based on the results of experimental evidence and to what degree 
on philosophy. Therefore, it becomes necessary to repeat an idea 
which has already been expressed. "The fact that all words do de-
rive their mean:ng ultimately from perceptual experience" says 
1 Corey , "is a fundamental generalization nO'IrT taken for granted by 
students of the psychology of learning." This leaves only the 
problem of \V'bethAr experimental evidence is essential to validate 
the part audio-visual aids play in supplying these experiences. 
In response t o this it might be interesting to speculate on what 
type of experiences other than t ho se supplied by audio-visual 
aids might be used between realia and words . 
The last problem of concern in this chapter is that of the 
experimental investigations that have been conducted \·Jhich sho'lfr a 
need for, or value in, organizing teaching experiences about the 
generalizations or principles of the sciences . There are six ex-
perimental studies of this nature in the educational literature. 
For the purpose of this discussion they "'ill be considered in 
chronological order. 
2 In 1930, Tyler conducted a study of retention using a three 
part examination. This test was designed to measure general scien-
tific information, using the Ruch-Popenoe General Science Test 
1corey, Stephen r~i., "The Importance of Perceptual Learning", The 
Education Digest, Vol. 9(5): 1-5, (Jan. 1946) 
2 Tyler, Ralph i'l., "Wbat High School Pupils Forget", Educational 
Research Bulletin, Vol. 9:490-492, (Dec. 1930). 
17 
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J'orm A, explanations of eTer.Y~ scientific phenomena, and the 
abilit7 to generalize from given facts. !he latter two pa.rta 
were self-constructed objective testa with reported reliability 
coefficients of .89 and .91 respectivelJ. 
!he three part examination wa.a given in September of 1929 
and again in June of 1900. In conclusion !yler stated: 
It seems apparent that for these pupils, the greatest loss 
during the ,-ear was in information about science, whereas, 
there vas little or no loss in the ability to explain ever.r-
dq phenomena and the a.bUity to generalize from given facts. 
If corresponding results be found quite generally, th81' are 
of great significance. 
A second atuq of retention was made by Tyler1 in 1933. A 
group of eighty-two (82) college studan\s that had had no zoo-
log for fifteen months was tested vi th the same examination 
which vas given to the zoology class of 1932 as a pretest and a 
final examination. In compiling the statistics the e~ht,--tvo 
(82) pupils were matched with students of the 1932 class with 
reference to marks. Measurement was in the five areas of naming 
animal structures, id.entitying technical terms, recalling tactual 
information, applying principles to new situations, and interpret-
ing new experiment a. 
It is clear from the results that specific information which 
is represented by exercises requiring the naming of animal 
structures is most quickly forgotten; that information of 
more general application is more permanent and that during a 
fifteen month period tbere was no loss in the abilit,- of 
students to applJ important zoological principles to new 
si tua.tion or to interpret data obtained from experiments. 
1Tyler, Wph W., 'Permanence of Learning•, Journal of Higher 
ldncation,. Vol. 4: 203-204, (April 1933). 
18 
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\'lert
1 
continued Tyler' s 2 second study \nth those students who . 
- -- - ==--o"---~ 
had had no zoology for a fifteen months period . In May of 1933 
and 1934 this grou:-.l? \'las given an equivalent form examination of 
the test administered by Tyler. Thus statistics \·lere compiled 
for the retention of information of this group over periods of one, 
two and three years . The areas of interpreting ne\·l e.x:perinents, 
and applying principles to new situations showed considerable gain 
over original learning \·Ihile the other four areas of the examina-
tion sho\·1ed as much as a ninety percent loss of factual information 
originally learned. 
3 The study by Frutchey reported in 1937 \'Tas similar to those 
already discussed. A self-constructed examination of five parts 
was used for the measuring instrument. A typical high school chem-
istry class of 98 pupils \·ras pre-tested in September of 1934 be-
fore taking the course 1 in l·_ay of 1935 after having taken the 
course, and again in Hay of 1936 after having had no chemistry 
for tHelve months . Analysis 1·•as on the basis of information ac-
q1.ured during the course, and the percentage of that information 
retained after a lapse of one year . Of the five areas studied, 
selection of facts, (true-false), application of principles (mult-
iple choice) , terminology, (multiple choice), symbols and formulas 
and valence (completion) and balancing equations (complet~on), the 
greatest retenti on \'las in the second of the five areas. 
11'Tert, James E., "Twin Examination Assumptions n, Journal of High-
er Education, Vol. 8:136-140, (Harch 1937) 
2 
Tyler, Ralph 1·1., £E.• Cit. 
3:Frutchy, F. R., "Retention in High School Chemistry", Journal of 
Higher Education, Vo--:-8: 21'7-218, (Apri'l' 1937) . 
II 
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This study substantiates other studies of retention of a-
cb.ei venent involving objectives other than information. There 
\·Jas a difference in retention in the different objectives in 
the more general types of behavior. 
The study conducted by '\'lord and Davis1 t,ras directed toi"Jards 
finding t he anount of forgetting that takes place over t he sum-
mer vacation b~· different mental gro ups . However , as the study 
included retention in three different areas comparable to those 
of the previous investigations it is of value here . Sixty-three 
(63) seventh grade pupils "'ere tested in the retention of fact-
ual information, the ability to explain scientific phenomena , 
and the ability to draw conclusions from data. 
Form A of the examination 'l'las given in parts at intervals 
of tv1o weeks for an eighteen eek semester. At the time of the 
second test (the fourth "'eek of the course) a Form :B t·1as incorp-
orated to measure retention of the material covered by the first 
part of Form A. This technique, a For~ A for measurement of work 
done for the preceding tt1o t;reek period and a Form J3 :'or the in-
'I formation tested on the form A of the previous testing period , 
I 
I 
was repeated for the entire term. All parts of t he Form n were 
combined as the final exanination and given over a three day 
period in June. The final examination i'las ao.ministered again 
during a three day period in September of the same year. 
Area two, the ability to explain scientific phenomena show-
ed the least forgetting, or the most retention. 
1i1ord, A. H., and R. A. Davis, "Individual Differences in Re-
tention of General Science Subject l' atter in the Case of Three :I 
leasureable Objectives", Journal of Ex-perimental Education, 
Vol. 7: 24-30, (Jan. 1938). 
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Zeigler1 reported another study of this type in 1942. His 
conclusions "Vrere that "principles encountered in everyday life 
are retained to a greater extent t _1an those not encountered in 
everyday life." Although this conclusion is not expressed in terms 
identical \rlt h those by others, they give a definite clue as to 
those principles ,.,h:..ch should be taught with t he foregoing as-
sumption that the teaching of principles is an objective of 
science teaching. 
SUH!!ARY OF I'J'IHE RESEARCH 
1 o other studies are kno"Vm in '"hich an attempt has been made 
to illustrate, by means of natural color slides, the est ~blished 
principles in the field of biology. Ho,.,.ever, tvro studies have 
been done in which t he authors have taken several natural color 
photographic slides to illustrate a topic for the purpose of 
achieving understanding. 
There have been no experimental investigations to sho1·1 the 
value of the natural color slide, or visual aids in general, in 
preventing or correcting verbalisms. 
Six experimental studies have been conducted to measure the 
retention of different types of learning materials . Five of the 
six investigat i ons sho "VT t hat the percentage of retention of prin-
ciples is greater than for the factual material . In fact, an in-
crease over original learning has been indicated in the retention 
lzeigler, Robert T., "A Study of Fact Retention in General Science", 
Science Education, Vol. 26: 83-84, (Feb. 1942) 
-- --=---=-=---=---- -- -- -
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and use of principles. The sixth study indicates that the prin-
ciples used in living are better retained than the more theoret-
ical principles. 
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CH&P!ER III PROCEDUBZ 
!be purpose of this stu4J is to take several aeries of' orig-
iDal. 35 •1J 11meter u.tural color photographs, each aeries Ulustrat-
iDg materials, processes, aDd relationships that should lead to the 
UDCleratand.i.Dg ot certain recognised principle• in the field of ~io­
log. 
In appro:dmation to an initial asaWD.Ption, the first step in 
sol TiDg this problem required the selection of those recognised 
principles whioh were to serve aa the foundation tor the studT • .A. 
brief' aearch through the Jo!11"Da]. ot lclucatiODal. Research revealed 
that the moat thoroUCh aDd complete list of principles in ~iolo.gr 
vas that establiBhed in 1944 'b7 Kartin1• !hie 11at consisted of 
three hundzed (300) major pri.Dciplea, extracted froa tin prniou 
studies ot determined priDCiples, ten (10) textbooka, and bo )'eara 
each of the -.g&sines Krgeia, Ja:ture Ma,r,asine, I;Ue, 8D4 Reader' • 
D1g!at, plus articles from aeveral newspapers selected on a geo-
graphical basis. 
Sneral. theses at lSoston "''ninrait7 School of J:cb1ca.tion con-
tained moat ot these principles but they could not be accepted be-
cause of the poseibUi t7 ot errore in requot1Dg. Therefore, the 
original thesia vas obtained on microfila from the t:JniTersit;r of 
1i8i'ttn, VUliaa •·, !R. AU.· 
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I-1ichigan on an interlibrary loan. 
Upon receipt of the film, each of t he three hundred ( 300) 
major principles was copied onto a three by five file card '"'ith 
the number of the principle and the rank order it had in each of 
the three categories studied, i.e. the frequency of the use in 
textbooks, the frequency of use in magazines and newspapers, and 
the suitability for teaching as . ranked by a jury of three capable 
science teachers. 
F~ving once copied the principles and having checked each 
card ~ainst the microfilmed thesis, it became necessary to se-
lect those principles to be illustrated. The original selection 
was made to include all of t he principles which had a rank order 
of less than one hundred (100) in all three categories as studied 
by Martin. However, later the selection '~s cut to those t hirteen 
principles 't'thich carried a rank order of less than fifty (50) in 
the first two categories. This cut resulted from the relization 
of t he number of photographs that could be taken and should be 
taken to handle each of the original t hirty-seven (37) principles 
sufficiently. 
The lack of a previous study of this nature in biology re-
quired that criteria be established as to the type of photographs 
,.,h ich would be acceptable. It was anticipated that too narr0\-1 a 
delimitation in the criteria t11ould not all0\-1 for freedom in taking 
the planned pictures as they would be found in nature, nor would it 
allow for t·rhatever additions might present themselves during the 
picture taking process. Therefore, those criteria that appear in 
1 
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the statement of t he nroblem v1ere considered to be sU:ficient. 
These are: 
1. The photograph must be of realia, v1here such is feasible. 
2. The photograph must be on natural color 35 millimeter 
film. 
3. The photograph must be properly exposed to insure that 
it portrays its characteristic color relationships. 
4. The composition of the photograph must be such that the 
"theme" or emphatic part of the :picture must be one and 
only one material, process or relationship of the prin-
ciple to be illustrated. 
Suggestions for possible photogranhs to illustrate the fac-
tors involved in each of t he selected principles were then dra\m 
from three available sources. The first source consisted of t\·IO 
studies1 · of applications of Wxtin's principles as extracted from 
high school biology textbooks. The remaining suggestions were 
obtained through a survey and resurvey of fifty (50) biology text-
books and some two hundred (200) issues of three science publica-
2 
tions • In t he survey notations were made of the illustrations 
:!:Milligan , Alexander James, 11A Study of the Use of Applications 
of Martin's Principles of Biology in Four High School iology 
Textbooks", Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, 1948. 
Lurensky , M. L., "A Determination of the Applications of the Prin-
ciples of Biology Found ih Four Textbooks of Biology for t he Sen-
ior High School", Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis , Boston University 
School of Education, 1948. 
~ature ~~azine, published by the American Nature Association, 
1214 16th Street N. ~·T., ashington , D. C. 
Natural History, published by the American luseum of natural 
History, 79th Street at Central Park est, Hew York, N. Y. 
Science Uews Letter, Published by Science Service, Inc., 1719 II,J" 
Street • \'1., 1'Vashington, D. C. 
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used to present the factors involved in the selected principles. 
The resurvey t1as to extract the verbal illustrations and analogies 
in the textual descriptions of the material pertaining to each of 
the selected principles . In each case the individual suggestions 
"'ere typed onto separate three by five cards and filed to,~ith the 
respective principles. From these cards a master list was com-
piled of the different possibilities for phot ographs . 
The last step was the projection of the photographic slides. 
Those slides t-lhich did not comply with the established criteria 
t>.rere discarded. Those slides t'tThich '1/Tere acceptable are included. 
}~1 of the photographs t'tTere taken with an Argus C-3 camera. 
Close-up pictures were obtained with the use of a plus one, plus 
two or plus three portra attachment. The outdoor photographs 
were taken on Kodachrome Outdoor Type film while the phot~micro­
graphs and indoor pictures t'li th outdoor illumination were taken 
with Kodachrome Type A film using a Type A filter (for converting 
indoor film for use with natural daylight). Exposure t'las deter-
mined with the use of a General Electric, Model Di'T-68, exposure 
meter. The duplicate slides that accompany the copies of this 
service paper were made by t he Eastman Kodak Company , Rochester, 
Net., York. 
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CHAPTER IV - IlJFOB::ATIO_:r PERTAI:TIITG TO SLIDES 
The idea of presenting t : e pupil with experiences fron which 
he nay abstract generalizations has direct bearing upon the infor-
mation contained in this ahapter . To give a comprehensive and 
detailed description for each sli e to be conveyed verbatim, or 
in essence to t e pupil tr1ould contradict this theme . Therefore , 
the material presented here is a statement of the mental rela-
11 
1 tionships trhich \'lere derived fron the procedure and used in taking 
II 
I the hotographs . 
Because of the nature of three of the thirteen principles 
derived in compliance trnth the criteria established for the selec-
tion of principles it lJas found almost impossible to take any 
photographs which would adequatel;r illustrate or properly present 
the essential factors involved. Thi s '"as due to t:1.e use of the 
fiftieth rank order as an arbitrary point for the limiting of 
principle selection and t he absence of predetermined selection of 
those principles ,.mich could be more easily photographed. Con-
sequentl. no slides are included with this study pertaining to 
these three principles . 
':!:'he reader may find value in rearranging the slides to fit 
the order of his material . There might also be value in includ-
ing ne" or onittin8 certain slides depending upon individual 
teaching preferences . Such revisions are left to the discretion 
of the teacher. The primar~r purpose of this stud;y is to encourage 
science teachers in tne use of a simple but effective method of 
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taking and presenting natural color photogra~hs for the teaching 
of t he principles in his field. 
---~ - =- ---=- -
Princinle 14: 
Protoplasm is composed of two primary substances, cytoplasm 
and nucleoplasm. Cytoplasm is usually clear and colorless, and 
contains numerous inclusions. The nucleoplasm is contained with-
in the nucleus and m~y be colored or colorless. When stained 
with a single or differential stain t he nucleoplasm usually shows 
a heavier or different color than the cytoplasm. 
The cowBon analogy found in general biology textbooks re-
garding protoplasm is made between the hen's egg and the protozoan. 
Slide 14-1: The hen' s egg is of value because of its large 
size and obvious distinction beh1een the white or "cytoplasm-
liken part and t he yolk or nnucleus-likerrpart. 
Slide 14-2: Transition from the hen's egg to the microscopic 
paranecium is made '1ith little difficulty because of t he pre-
dominance of the sane structures, namely the cytoplasm and 
nucleoplasm. The presence of a cell membrane giving t he 
paramecium a definite shape offers a factor that might hind-
er transfer. :Better transition might be made >'lith the use 
of a photomicrograph of an amoeba as slide 14-2 and the use 
of the paramecium as slide 14-3. 
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Princinle 42 
Photosynthesis is a chemical process that derives its energy 
from the sun and takes place only in the nresence of the catalytic 
substance chlorophyl l . 
Slide 42- 1 : The substance chlorophyll is found only in green 
leaves . In fact it is the chlorophyll v;'1.ich imparts the 
green colorin~ to these leaves . 
Slide 42-2: If a fe"' of these green leaves can be submerged 
in a solution of alcohol , 
Slide 42-3: the chlorophyll can be extracted. After the 
extraction has been completed tests for starch, (the end 
product of photosynthesis) are negative . 
-----=---. 
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Principle 45 
~ecause of the difficulty involved in trying to photograph 
a chemi cal reaction such as that involved in the metabolic pro-
cess, an e.nalogy \"las selected to represent the "breaking do\'m" 
or catabolic half of the principle. 
Slide 45-1: A tree is used to represent the "unit n l·.r.i. th which 
vve start the metabolic process . 
Slide 45-2: This "unit" has been "broken doMJ. 11 to give several 
parts that are different in appearance but similar in nature. 
Slide 45-3: These different parts can be used to ''build up" 
many dif ferent ty;pes of structures, such as a fence. 
~lide 45-4: A bridge . 
Slide 45-5: Or a house . 
II 
Principle 62 
The all encompassing nature of t h is principle made it extreme-
ly easy to i l lustrate . To establish t he patte rn fo r thi s p r inciple 
one g eneral and ti-ro specific examples \vere photographed. 
Slide 62-1 : The general eyample chosen was the lobster. This 
photograph shows the overall structure and relationship of 
parts from a dorsal aspect . 
Slide 62-2 : Again t he g eneral structure and relationsbip of 
parts from a ventre.l aspect . 
Slide 62-3: This frontal aspect allows for noting the struc-
tures used in food-getting and t hose related to irritability. 
Slide 62-4: A close-up of t he posterior reg ion emphasizes 
the location of the organs of reproduction a nd excretion. 
Slide 62-5 : Gro\'rt h is t he subject of t he first specific ser-
ies. In t his overall photograph of an evergreen the new 
growth can be seen as small areas of light green on the tips 
of t he branches . 
Slide 62-6: A close-np of t he same evergreen shO\vs the loca-
ti on and difference in coloration of t he ne\oJ gro\vth. 
Slide 62-7 : Similar ne1-r growth may be observed on t he branch 
tip of a blue spruce . 
Slide 62-8: Exanple s of g rm·Tth are not limited. to evergreens. 
Shrubs also produce ne,·r g ro1.·rth on the ends of their b r anches . 
Slide 62- 9 : Gro,,Jt h is not ah1ays identified. by a light green 
colorati on. This young tree exhibits its ne1·1 grmvth '"i th 
small red. leaves . 
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Slide 62-10: In the animal world gro11th may also be demon-
strat ed. T~is scallop and clam shell shovr g ro\·rth uith 
concentric "ripples". 
Slide 62-11: The chambered nautilus exhibits grovth by build-
ing ne\1 chambers to accomodate its increasing size. 
Slide 63-12: The other specific e:r.ample selected \"laS that of 
nutrition. This process begins "1-rith t he ingestion or intake 
of food. 
Slide 62-13: In the lobster after the food is obtained it 
passes bet1-reen these external ja\·rs ,.,.here it is broken up 
before it is carried into t~e stomach. 
Slide 62-14: In the human being food is taken into the 
mouth \orhere it is masticated \'lith the aid of the teeth and 
the tongue. 
Slide 62-15: From the nouth the food passes into the stomach 
and along thru the digestive system ,.,here catabolism takes 
place. 
Slide 62-16: Such a digestive system is not limited to the 
human being for similar structures can be found in the bird 
(chicken). 
II 
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Principle 73 
To understand the importance of t he cell and its relation 
to the entire biological t'iorld, the pupil must first unclerstand 
what a cell is , structurally and functionally . This is possible 
td th a study of the protozoan. 
Slide 73-1: The hen's egg is one of the most common and 
largest cells kno~m. In reality its structures are not 
the same as those whic_ compose a typical cell . A general 
understa~ding can be obtained none the less as to the basic 
cell structures . 
Slide 73-2: The pupil can then be introduced to the p~lum 
protozoan to learn the more complex strnctures that can be 
found in a cell and tb...e function of each. i·Tater from a 
scum coveTed area of a stagnant pond such as this may well 
serve as a source for many of these microscopic organisms. 
Slide 73-3: The paramecium is plentiful in such areas and 
careful study of tb.i s organism trill reveal all of the com-
plexities of the larger organisms found in the simplest 
form. 
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Princiule 74 
Intergration of this :principle \d th :principle seventy-three 
is almost a necessity because of the need for the same concepts 
in understanding both. 
Slide 74-1: Having once realized the constituent parts of 
the cell, its value as a building "unit" can be noted in 
:photomicrographs of tissues, such as this slide of the 
epithelium. 
Slide 74-2: Other tissues are constructed in a similar 
mruu1er. Eone tissue, for example, is composed of cells. 
~bese tissues are then assembled to give organs such as 
this femur from a cat. 
Slide 74-3: These organs a r e in turn related in such a way 
as to form a system. The individual bones are assembled to 
form the skeletal system. As an internal skeleton is re-
strictad to the vertebrates we find the first example in 
the fish. 
Slide 74-4: Similar skeltal systems can be found in the frog. 
Slide 74-5: The bird (pigeon), 
Slide 74-6: the cat, 
Slide 74-7: and in the human being. 
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Principle 96 
Circulation in botany is restricted to the venation systems 
of leaves and the conducting system of the stem. In the animal 
kingdom circulation includes consideration of a central st~~cture, 
the heart , and tubular systems to conduct the blood to and from 
the central organ. 
Slide 96-1: A close-up of a eroup of leaves serves to em-
pl1asize the presence of a vein system. 
Slice 96-2: The simplest type of venation is that found in 
t hese iris leaves. This is kno\·m as parallel venation. 
Slide 96-3: Pinnate veining is noted in t~n.s Oak leaf. It 
is similar to the type of venation t hat appeared in slide 
96-1. 
Slide 96-4: A third type of venation is demonstrated in this 
_.Iaple leaf. It can be noted ho'" the main veins originate 
from a common·center and radiate as do the fingers from the 
palm of the hand. 
Slide 96-5: All three types of veining occur as compound 
forms. In this slide the conpound palmate is presented. 
Slide 96-6: The conducting systems in the stem of a plant 
aay be of hro types • the monocotyledenous and t he dicoty-
ledenous type. The monocotylednous type is shom in this 
cross-sect-".on of a~ stem. 
Slide 96-7: Still the nonocotyledenous type, this slide shows 
a different arrangement of the cells making up the conducting 
vessels. 
,, 
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Slid.e 96-~: Thi_ s photomicrograph of human blood. corpuscles 
reveals a characteristic of blood. that shows its conplexity . 
Too often a ~upil derives the concept that blood. is a thick 
red. liquid. like tomato juice. 
Slide 96-9 : The central organ which d.istributes this blood. 
is most prominent in the vertebrates . The simplest verte-
brate heart is that of t he fish. 
Slid.e 96-10 : Greater compl exity can be noted. in this photo-
gra~h of the bird. ' s heart . 
Slide 96-11 : The human heart shows the greatest complexity. 
II 
Principle 98 
Any nunber of occurrences could have been photographed to 
sho'" the response of an organism to a stimuli . The response of 
the non-evergreen to the approadb.ing \'linter is one of the most 
spectacular phenomenon included in this principle . 
Slide 98-l : This patch of trees appear no different than any 
other group that might b~ observed along the roadside during 
the summer months . 
Slide 98-2: ifith the approach of '\~Tinter the leaves begin to 
change color. 
Slide 98-3: A series of close-up photographs shoi:J the details 
of what takes place during this color change . Starting ,.n. th 
the green leaf . 
Slide 98-4: The encroachment of red coloring matter gives 
small areas of purple. 
Slide 98-5: The predominance of the red coloring matter occurs 
in the greater part of the leaf . The material along the veins 
of the leaves is the only section to retain the green color. 
Slide 98-6 : Finally t he entire leaf becomes red. 
Slide 98-7: The autumnal change of leaf coloring is not only 
an aesthetic phenomenon but also serves the purpose of pre-
paring the tree for \'linter weather such as this. 
Slide 98-8:At this point it is important to recall that such 
an elaborated procedure is never observed with evergreens . 
lT.ny is it that it is not necessary for the evergreen to pre-
-pare for the \'Tinter Neather in a similar manner ? 
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Principle 110 
Animals and plants exhibit h10 major types of reproduction, 
the sexual and the aseXOk~ types . Fission, budding, conjugation, 
and sporulation are considered to be the four variations of the 
asexual type, '"hile there are no variations of the sexual type . 
Slide 110-1: The most commonly observed reproductive struc-
tures are represented by these rhododendron blossoms . 
Slide 110-2: Similar structures can be identified in this 
lily blossom. 
Slide 110-3: An interesting variation of these structures 
is found in the "jack-in-the-pulpit". The apparent organ 
is a club-like spadix. 
Slide 110-4: After cutting mvay the front of the flo' er the 
necessary organs are found clustered around t he base of the 
spadix. 
Slide 110-5: There are several methods of getting the pollen 
(the male reproductive product) to the female orga~s of an-
other flo\·Ter. In this slide a small \oJaS:!_:>, feasting on a 
flO\ler, is simultaneously covering his body '"ith pollen 
grains. 
Slide 110-6: One of the most interesting reproductive struc-
tures is the "eye" of the potato . !Tet,r plants are generated 
by scooping the eye from t he potato and planting it . 
Slide 110-7: In the animal kingdom the simplest method of 
reproduction (asexual) is that demonstrated by the para-
mecium. The cytoplasm and nucleus material have divided in-
1\ 
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to t1-ro parts . The parameciwn is no"' in t he process of com-
plating separation into two daughter organisms. 
Slide 110-8: The method of reproduction by budding is shown 
in this slide of an hydroid form of the Obelia. 
I 
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i Principle 250 
A discussion of plant-animal interrelationships considers 
the factors of parasitism, sapropbytism, symbiosis and commen-
salism. The relationships bet,.;een plants , animals , and their 
environment , on the other hand, refers to such factors as light, 
(both natural and artificial) , sound , electricity , ph, tempera-
ture, and similar occurences . 
Slide 250-1 : The aphid w1ich ap~ears in trees and bushes 
about the latter part of ,iay is not only com:non but an ex-
cellent example of a parasite . 
Slide 250-2: A saprohpytic relationship exists between this 
"bracket" fungus and t-.rhite birch tree. 
Slide 250- 3: Eaving lost his shell this crab has trucen on 
two coelenterates for the protection of his body. At the 
sane time the crab helps to destroy certain enemies of the 
coelenterates. This is the phenomenon of symbiosi s. 
Slide 250-4: The effect of wind on a tree is exemplified 
in this slide v1hich shovvs a more extensive grot'lth on the 
side of t he tree atia:y from the "~<lind. 
Slide 250-5 : Severe distortion is seen in this photograph 
which shot'IS not only heavier gro~1th on the side of the tree 
at"lay fron the wind, but also an attempt by those branches 
on the leeward side of the tr8e to extend in the same dir-
ection. 
'=-==-==-- =-- - --=---=- =-=""'== 
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Slide 250-6 : One of the most fascinating problems included. 
under this principle is that of animal coloration. Her e a 
male and a female duck are sho'm near the water . The female 
is very vrell blended v1ith the surroundings \·lhile the male is 
more prominent . The question is whether the female ad.a~ted. 
her coloration because she lives in these surroundings, or 
does she live in these surroundings because of her color-
at ion? 
II 
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CRAFTER V SUMMARY ~TD SUC-GESTIONS FDR FURTEER STUDY 
St.n.fi.iARY 
Educators in the field of teaching sciences have recently 
been directed both by experimental investigations and philo-
sophical reasoning. to realize the value of the generalization 
as a teaching objective. Work on establishing these principles 
in the field of biology t>.ras completed in 1944 by l'lilliam E. 
Hartin at the University of Uicbigan. In his thesis -1artin 
established 300 major principles and 246 minor principles. For 
'I 
this study thirteen of the major principles ,.,ere selected. on '1 
the basis of their rank order for illustration by means of nat-
ural color photographic slides. 
On the nassUlllJ?tion" that all learning has its origin in 
experience it was realized. that to acheive understanding of 
these principles, it is necessary to supply the pupil 'dth the 
experiences essential to this understanding. The limitations of 
the use of realia in the biology classroom allo\t for adapting 
visual aids to this situation. The natural color photographic 
slide '~s chosen primarily because of its level of abstraction 
of the object, and its realism in portraying the object, even 
for t he color-blind individ.ual. A criteria ~s established. to 
d.etermine what would constitute a suitable photograph and. sug-
gestions were taken from a number of biology textbooks and sci-
ence magazines. 
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!be photographic slides that accompanJ this at~ by no 
uana auppl.7 all of the a:per!.encea that might be uaed to acl:d.ne 
uderatandiag of the selected prillciples. L1keviae, it aheald not 
be asswud that theae al1dea are m e:zpertenoea that mat be pre-
sented. Jlao, there 1a no aaeurance that once presented, all pupils 
vUl be able to 4erift the gezl8ralizat1ons. 
An attempt baa been lla4e to show the teacher how the natural 
color photographic elide JU13 be adapted te present e21)er1encea 
neceaaa17 to the 1Uld.erata~~c1'"'8 of principles in biolOQ. It 1a 
hoped that similar atv.cl1ea vUl be coD4ncted to npplement the 
work that baa bea cloae here, and that other teachers will real-
ise the ftlue of tald.Dg their ovn photographs with the sa11e pur-
pose in mind. 
SVGGIS!IQIS JC1 lOR!ft$B S!Ol)Y 
Senral opportun1t1ea were anCOTered, while conducting this 
at~, for 81Jggeated research zoelatecl to this area of education. 
1. !here 1a an excellent opportuni t7 for condD.ct!.Dg atu4iea 
vl:d.ch show the Talue of Tiaual aida 1n Jreventi.Dc and 
correcting verbaliama. 
2. ~ grou;p atnq llight be done to claaai1)' the Wuatratiou 
in popular and acientit1c ~~ag&d.Des acco~ to the 
principles inTOl nd. 
3. Studies using Datural color photographic slides to achieve 
UDderstana.tDg might be conducted 1n other fiel4a of atud7, 
particularly in the other sciences. 
-=----=-- - -----=-
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4. A duplication of this study or some of t hose mentioned 
above could be made using another type of audio-visual 
aid., such as t he stereophotograph, the three dimensional 
model, or t he motion p icture . 
5. Studies to su~pliment the work done here or to improve 
11hat is uresented here •·rould be the most natural result . 
A P P E N D I C E S 
TA:BLE I 
SELECTED PRI: CIPLES ?ROI TEE S'TJJY OF i'liLLIAM E. A.ARTIU 
~liTE THE B.Al!K ORDEBS .ASSIG1r.mD FROH TEE THREE A..'R.E.A.S STUDIED. 1 
PRHTC IPLE .A :S C 
14. Protoplasm is the physical basis of 
all life . 
42. In the presence of sunlight t he chloro-
plasts of green plants convert carbon 
dioxide and water into intermediate 
substances, and these into sugar, and 
that into starch, and liberate oxygen: 
thus directly or indirectly, producing 
practically all the food in the 'l.·torld. 
45. The protoplasm of a cell carries on 
continously all the general proc P. sses 
of any living body; t he processes con-
ce ~ned in the gro\-rth and repair of up-
building of protoplasm (anabolism) and 
the processes concerned i'li th the break-
ing do'l.-m of protoplasm and elimination 
of \otastes from the cell (catabolism) . 
The sum total of all these chemical and 
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15.5 
(36 . 5) 51. 5 
26. 5 51. 5 
physical processes is metabolism. 3.5 (12.5) 51. 5 
62 • .All living organisms (except viruses 
and bacteriophages) car ry on the common 
life processes; reproduction, grot·lth, 
nutrition, excretion, respiriation and 
irritability. 15. 5 23. 5 51. 5 
73. The cell is the unit of structure and 
function in all organisms. 
74. Cells are organized into tissues , tis-
sues into organs, and organs into sys-
tems; t he better to carry on the func-
tions of complex organisms. 
86. The food re~uirements of every living 
thing are fuels, capa.ble of yielding 
,.,hen oxidized, the supply of energy 
1 (12.5) 51 . 5 
47 18 51. 5 
11 artin, •Tilliam E. , "A Determination of the Principles of the 
Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education", Un-
published Ed. D. Thesis, University of Michigan, 1944. 
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TABLE I (continued) 
PRI CIPLE 
\·rithout \lrhich life cannot continue: 
materials for gro,.,th and for replace-
ment for t_e slight wearing away of 
the living tissues involved in any 
activity; minerals, the necessary con-
stituents of cell structures, of cell 
products, and of the bathing fluid of 
cells; and. vitamins or "accessory" 
food factors. 
91. Cellular respiration (aerobic decompos-
ition) occurs in all living cells and 
all organisms possess structures by 
means of which it can be carried on. 
Its first step is intake of oxygen, 
either directly from the air or dis-
solved in water. Its final product is 
carbon dioxide, and free energy is re-
leased. In the cells it is accomplished 
at ordinary temperatures by the inter-
A B 
8 (4) 
vention of special en~es. 29.5 (23.5) 
96. Circulation is carried on in all living 
organisms. 1ith increase in size and 
complexity of the body of an organism, 
there goes a corresponding elaboration 
of the transportation (circulatory) 
c 
51.5 
system. 15.5 (9) 51.5 
98. All living things respond to stimuli in 
their enviro~ent. 47 (42.5) 51.5 
110. Reproduction is a fundamental biological 
process that provides for the continuance 
of life on the earth by providing new 
individuals. 15.5 (6) 51.5 
121. In sexual reproductions, a male cell 
f'rom one parent unites \-rith a female cell 
from the other parent to produce the 
young (except in the fe'<J casses of self 
fertilization). 47 
250. A balance of nature is maintained thro-
ugh interrelations of plants and. animals 
,.,i th each other and. \'lith their physcial 
environoent. 
51.5 
20 51.5 
---=lit==-
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APPENDIX E 
TECHNIQPE USED FOR TAKilTG :!?HOTOHICROGR.APHS 
Among the slides accompanying thi s service paper are a few 
photomicrographs. As no special equipment was necessary it is 
possible to duplicate these photographs, or similar ones, with-
out too much difficulty. An American Optical Company Microscope, 
Student !·Iodel, ,.,.i th a three objective nosepiece was used for 
magnification. The slides included were all taken at 100 dia-
meters. 
The slides to be photographed were placed in the microscope 
and focused t-rith the eye . The ,.,hole microscope t-ras then tilted 
on the base to a ninety degree angle, i.e . parallel to the floor. 
The camera was mounted on a tripod and held firmly in place. The 
ocular (eye-piece) of the microscope was then placed directly ag-
ainst the Type A Conversion Filter on the front of the camera. 
The filter and ocular end of the microscope \orere then enclosed 
with the use of two black cloth microscope covers. Type A 
Kodachrome Film converted for use wi t 1_ natural daylight by means 
of a Type A Conversion Filter, was used for the photographs. 
A test strip ~~s made at first to determine the diaphragm 
opening and shutter speed most satisfactory. This strip \'Tas taken 
f/3 . 5 
f/5 . 6 
f/11 
f/16 
1, 2, 4, 8 , 16 , 32, and 64 seconds . 
1 , 4, 16, and 32 seconds . 
1, 4, 16, and 32 seconds. 
1, 4, 16, 32, and 64 seconds. 
The camera was focused for a distance of infinity for the above 
exposures. 
When the processed film was received it was found that those 
photomicrographs taken at the f /11 and f /16 diaphragm openings 
were too small for proper projection images. The most acceptable 
exposure from the four test groups for the particular microscope, 
light conditions, and camera used was found to be f/5.6 at 9 sec-
onds. The apparatus was then set up as before and the finaJ. 
photomicrographs were taken. 
Two recommendations can be made as a result of studying 
the final processed transparencies. Firs~ a diaphragm opening 
of f/8 would most likely result in a more acceptable photograph. 
It rould at least cut do~m the exposed area so that it would not 
appear chopped off by the slide mount. Secondly, the microscope 
should be fixed in position. It was not possible to fasten the 
microscope while taking the photomicrographs for this study. The 
effect is very noticeable, however, masking can correct this error. 
50 
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